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Guest Editors: A Potpourri Of Innovative Applications Of LEGO® In Learning, Teaching And Development
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This special issue of the International Journal for Management and Applied Research is dedicated to LEGO® and a method of using it which has been established for almost 20 years and which is well known in business and management circles. While associated with, and widely used for, the development of executive and strategic thinking to facilitate change, LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® is increasingly being used in higher education to explore complex issues and questions and engage learners and academic staff in more hands-on approaches to learning and development. As this collection of papers reveals, its techniques are being widely used and adapted in diverse contexts; its effects and outcomes are also being considered through a range of lenses, including the critically reflective and the research-based. The photographs included bring some of the contributions alive and provide valuable visual insights.

This issue reinforces for newcomers to LEGO SERIOUS PLAY key aspects of its purpose and application. As you read through the different contributions you will notice the dense theoretical underpinnings present in most, if not all, papers. Some sources are repeatedly cited, while the inclusion of others indicates the extent of literature on the method now available. Theoretical considerations are also enriched across the papers by an intermingling of the subject-related and pedagogic, as well as those associated with LEGO SERIOUS PLAY and LEGO more widely.

Our contributors are located in different countries, disciplines and professional areas, and as a result you will find competing views, perspectives and experiences alongside commonalities of belief and position. You will also find tensions between the serious and the playful, constraint and freedom, recurring in the many motifs. There is both unity and diversity of different theoretical and practical domains, including considerations of:
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- Co-design and play
- Acting
- Innovation education
- Leadership lessons for graduate students
- Aspects of the doctoral journey
- Promoting critical reflection in medical education
- Nanotechnology
- Career counselling
- Academic writing and referencing
- Storytelling

and more.

Authors write as participants in and as practitioners/researchers of LEGO SERIOUS PLAY. Several of them note aspects of the method’s etiquette; the need to respect confidentiality and not share stories/identify individual builders; several share annotated illustrations which reveal how models built can influence work after workshops and further LEGO SERIOUS PLAY activities through the recollection of insights garnered. There are multiple examples of student or participant feedback which have common commentaries around surprise, enjoyment, flow, openness, engagement, enriched learning and other benefits.

The applications and principles of the method in its pure form are clearly stated, while authors also show how inventive they can be in taking the tenet of the LEGO SERIOUS PLAY system and combining it with other techniques, approaches, tools and materials. A similar combination can be seen in the structure of papers, some which combine traditional research methods and language with the pragmatic accounts of LEGO SERIOUS PLAY and its situating literature. ‘A few papers are at the reflection end of the authorship spectrum with some having a rather deep ruminating narrative, while others are geared towards the research Contributors give examples of how an introductory LEGO SERIOUS PLAY activity can be modified away from the general (build a model of your identity) to the more specific (what is your superpower?). Such an example supports the broader point made that in uncertain times where existing solutions no longer seem to suffice then being inventive or unconventional is the way forward. In among the LEGO SUPER PLAY contributions, one author confesses to not doing LEGO SERIOUS PLAY at all, and yet evidences a highly engaging and impactful approach to enabling students to understand the complex functioning and construction of an ophthalmic instrument through playful, competitive construction.

Some contributions are complex considerations of a topic, such as the integration of strengths-based counselling, coaching, LEGO SERIOUS PLAY and the Six Brick approach to enabling students to explore their career journeys. There are touchpoints in unrelated papers which connect with each other, for example the consideration of coaching in this paper also links to the consideration of coaching in a phenomenographic study of doctoral students and doctoral researchers’ development.
using coaching and LEGO SERIOUS PLAY techniques. Emotional labour appears in this paper and connections to another about emotion work during the PhD.

There are powerful references made to the world of business, management and innovation as well as to the strains of operating in the higher education sector today; the papers and the models both expressing the challenges that we face living, educating and operating in these worlds at present.

While several papers are interested in metacognitive or experiential aspects of LEGO SERIOUS PLAY activity, others emphasise how it can support engagement with learning content and concepts. For example, reasons why students want to study medicine, or how the use of LEGO-based activities to consolidate understand of Stanislawskian principles of acting can inform subsequent essay writing.

As you can see, even a relatively small selection of papers on LEGO SERIOUS PLAY generates a richness of perspectives and practices that we feel sure will resonate in some ways with your own. We hope you will enjoy reading the different contributions and that they will inspire your own adoption and adaption of the method in your contexts.
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